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Abstrat. In ontemporary onepts of shool eduation one suggests a far-reahing

integration of teahing ontents. The integration is aimed to help shool hildren to

gain a omprehensive world piture, stimulate their ativeness, develop some reative

attitudes of the shool hildren toward mathematis and elaborate various forms of

organizing lasses. Aording to the experiene with integrating mathematis with

other teahing subjets, there are di�ulties in realizing the aims mentioned above.

In this artile some reasons for these di�ulties will be disussed at large.

1. The main assumptions of integration

The term �integration� in its broadest sense suggested by The Ditionary of

Foreign Words means to build a whole from separate parts. The �integration�

is a proess of joining something to one whole, bringing together, ompleting.

In turn, the integration of teahing aording to The Popular Enylopedia is

a teahing method aimed to highlight the relations between all the teahing

subjets and to present siene as a whole.

The onept of integration in teahing is not new. Its development was

made due to a new breeding trend in the 19th and 20th enturies whih was

opposed to The Herbart Shool of Pedagogy.

A new onept, alled integrated teahing, whih aneled the traditional

division of teahing into teahing subjets and the lesson system, was elabo-

rated for the needs of elementary eduation. The assumptions of the onept

were premises to a new approah to the system of teahing ontents relying

on the main-topi entered integration of teahing stu�.
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The �rst attempts of teahing integration on a larger sale were made in

Poland after the World War II. In 1990s A. Szyszko-Bohusz introdued the

term of holisti pedagogy [6℄.

Aording to the holisti teahing one needs to understand oneself in sur-

rounding reality rather than to gain enylopedi knowledge. This leads to

a hange of subjet-based teahing into searhing for orrelations between

teahing subjets. As a onsequene, the overall onept of reality instead of

partial knowledge of single phenomena is to be presented to shool hildren.

The introdution of the onept of fully integrated teahing in the urriu-

lums of 1�3 levels and blok teahing in 4�6 levels of elementary eduation

has been in progress for more than 10 years. The idea of realizing the integra-

tion of teahing by intersubjet eduational paths is suggested to be applied

to all eduational levels. Correlated subjet-based teahing is an appropriate

base for transsubjet teahing [1℄ whih relies on getting the borders between

the lassial branhes of siene disappeared and fousing on the analyzed

problem, phenomenon or proess.

The theoretial assumptions of integrated teahing are properly elaborated

and fully aeptable. The other thing is their fatual, not only delarable

realization.

2. Mathematis and the onept of integrated
eduation

Mathematis is a subjet whih is seriously di�ult to be integrated with

other teahing subjets.

• Although the introdution of integrated teahing in 1�3 levels has been

in progress for 10 years, some publishing houses keep publishing separate

ourse books for the stage of eduation.

• The Great-Poland's gymnasium and high shool students realized some

hosen topis as projets within the program e-Szkoªa Wielkopolska for

one year [7℄. Basially, the projets were to integrate mathematial-

natural subjets. Only 16 out of 350 ompleted projets partially on-

erned mathematis. Moreover, the so alled �mathematial� projets,

on the ontrary to the so-alled �natural� projets, enrihed students'

mathematis knowledge to a minimal extent. They regarded some well

known problems presented in a more attrative form, e.g. symmetry in

arhiteture, fashion and art, perentages in everyday life, our neighbor-

hood in numbers.
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• The projet �Preshoolers� inluding some very interesting suggestions

of eduational paths integrating the ontents of natural sienes for

6-year-old hildren was one of the three rewarded projets of e-Szkoªa

Wielkopolska. What is symptomati, the projet laks mathematial

ontents despite of its authors' reativity. Apparently, the authors laim

that teahing mathematial terms annot be orrelated with other on-

tents in an attrative way for hildren.

• The onnetion of mathematial and natural ontents o�ers di�ulties

even to the authors extensively desribing their orrelation [3℄. Although

the authors note that there is a number of intersubjet relations within

mathematial-natural subjets, they diretly mention only physis,

astronomy, hemistry, biology, and geography.

3. The reasons for the di�ulties

Why is mathematis not prone to integration with other subjets? It seems

that there are several reasons.

First of all, mathematis is formal on the ontrary to all natural subjets,

i.e. physis, hemistry, geography, and nature.

One an desribe it in the following literary form:

Let's imagine a razy tailor who keeps sewing all possible lothes. He knows

nothing about people, birds or plants. He isn't interested in the world and its

exploration. He keeps sewing lothes. He doesn't know for whom, he doesn't

think of it. The tailor takes are of only one thing: he wishes to be onsistent.

Every time he starts sewing a new piee of loth, he makes ertain assumptions.

They aren't always the same but he proeeds aording to the assumptions and

wishes not to make them ontraditory. There always have to be lothes, not

bunhes of blindly sewed tatters. He brings ready lothes to a big storage. If

we ould get there, we would �nd the lothes for people, entaur, uniorn and

for the reatures whih haven't been invented yet. The great number of lothes

would be of no use. Everyone admits that the never-ending job of the tailor

is sheer madness. Mathematis works as the tailor does. Mathematis builds

strutures, but no one knows for whom. Perfet models, but a mathematiian

doesn't know of what the models are. He isn't interested in it. He does what

he does beause suh an ativity is possible ( . . . ) [4℄.1

1Author's individual translation of Stanisªaw Lem's quotation.
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Therefore, both the subjet of the researh and the methods used in math-

ematis and natural sienes are ompletely di�erent. The essene of math-

ematial reativity is to operate in the world of abstration. A physial ex-

periment, observations and onlusions are su�ient only in the elementary

stages of mathematis teahing and then they an be used to a limited extent.

Eventually, one always needs a formal explanation.

Seondly, mathematis is a language. The statement The world of nature

is written in the language of mathematis formulated by Galileus nearly four

enturies ago is presently onsidered to be obvious. Nevertheless, one needs

to have at least a very basi ommand in a language to be able to speak

it. Besides, the knowledge of the language is prior, not simultaneous, to its

use in desribing various phenomena, whereas the shool hildren mathematis

knowledge is little. What is more, mathematial ontents get redued in every

hange of the general eduation urriulum. High shool �nal year students

do not know, e.g. that a veloity is the derivative of distane with respet to

time beause they do not know the term �derivative�. Student an get to know

numerous impressive examples of fratals, but their knowledge is redued to

the ability to reognize the shapes beause the shool knowledge of mathe-

matis is insu�ient to enable them to understand the rules of onstruting

fratals.

Another di�ulty in the integration de�ned as a orrelation of mathematis

with other teahing subjets is a onstrution of the shool hildren mathe-

matis knowledge. In mathematis one onstruts �new terms by means of

the previosly introdued terms�. It resembles a onstrution of an inverted

pyramid. One should systematially build �oor by �oor and it is time-

onsuming. Shool hildren need to know some mathematial terms, e.g. in

physis or geography, muh earlier than they learn them during mathematis

lessons.

The terms whih shool hildren use in everyday life, e.g. binominal num-

bers and perentages, are also disussed in more advaned stages of mathemat-

is teahing at shool. Real everyday needs and shool mathematis are losely

related in early eduational stages. Four basi operations on rational numbers,

measuring, weighing, time alulations, alualting the area and the perimeter

of a simple geometri �gure, perentages and proportions are neessary skills

in everyday life. The mathematial operations mentioned above tend to be

often done with alulators. The appliations of mathematis to everyday life

are numerous but trivial. In more advaned stages of mathematis teahing

there is a larger disrepany between shool mathematis and everyday needs.
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In everyday life one makes no use of e.g. polynominals and quadrati equa-

tions. On the other hand, the mathematis knowledge of shool hildren re-

mains too little to show its more ompliated appliations. The real

appliations of mathematis generally require muh more advaned mathe-

matis tools than the ones of a �nal year high shool student. Therefore, the

possibilities to motivate shool hildren to learn mathematis by showing its

appliations are on�ned.

Aside from the problem-entered and teahing-ontent-entered integra-

tion, one also onsiders a key-ompetene entered integration [5℄. Mathe-

matis is traditionally thought to be leading in teahing logial reasoning,

whereas the role of mathematis in teahing reative attitudes is unapprei-

ated.

The literature onerning reativity is on�ned to present literary, plas-

ti, musi or tehnial reativity of shool hildren. The manifestations of

suh reativity are muh easier to be doumented and exposed than the mani-

festations of mathematial reativity. The rule is to regard mathematial

reativity as an area of advaned ompetenes. It is mentioned at the very

end of the list of ahievements of mathematial eduation, whereas reativ-

ity annot be the end of mathematis learning but the way of handling it.

Unfortunately, the requirement of mathematial reativity is not often re-

speted by speialists in mathematis eduation, authors of ourse books and

teahers [2℄.

4. Conlusion

The spei� nature of mathematis as a formal branh of siene is partially

re�eted in the spei� nature of shool mathematis among the group of

mathematial-natural subjets. This spei� nature auses numerous di�ul-

ties in integrating mathematis with other teahing subjets. Nevertheless,

one should not refrain from supporting the integration beause it is the only

way to overome innumeray.
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